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At Quantzig, we firmly
believe that the
capabilities to harnes
maximum insights
from the influx of
continuous information
around us is what will 
drive any organization’s
competitive readiness
and success. 
 
Our objective is to
bring together the best
combination of
analysts and
consultants to 
complement our clients
with a shared need to
discover and build
those capabilities and
drive continuous
business  excellence.

ABOUT QUANTZIG

REQUEST A DEMO

 
 
 
Our core specialty lies in
offering a complete range of
analytics solutions and services
that help in strategic decision
making across industrial
sectors.
 

Our objective is to bring
together the best combination
of analysts and consultants to
complement our clients with a
shared need to discover and
build those capabilities and
drive continuous business
excellence.
 

OUR CORE
COMPETENCIES
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INTRODUCTION
 

 

Our data analytics

solutions can  help

telcos to gain visibility

into their business

operations and

monitor KPIs in real

time. Request a FREE

proposal to know

more about our

portfolio of services.

 

Today the telecom industry is evolving at an

accelerating speed like never before to

compliment the remarkable advancements in

technology. New technologies are disrupting the

traditional players, and to a large extent, telecoms

operators have not yet been able to find ways to

monetize the data deluge flooding their networks.

With the introduction of complex technologies, it

has become very important for businesses to keep

themselves updated to the emerging trends in the

telecom sector to meet the expectations of

consumers, improve their service and stay ahead

of the competitors. This can also help network

operators to realign their business strategies and

operations. In this resource, we have summed up

some of the most significant trends that are going

to shape the telecom industry in 2019 and beyond.
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ACCORDING TO WIKIPEDIA, A NEWS ARTICLE DISCUSSES CURRENT OR 

RECENT NEWS OF EITHER GENERAL INTEREST (I.E. DAILY NEWSPAPERS) 

OR OF A SPECIFIC TOPIC (I.E. POLITICAL OR TRADE NEWS MAGAZINES, 

CLUB NEWSLETTERS, OR TECHNOLOGY NEWS WEBSITES).

The internet of things (IoT) is one of the most significant trends
disrupting the telecom industry in 2019. This technology has made
lives more interconnected than ever before. Therefore, telecom
companies need to realize the potential of IoT to revamp their
infrastructure and support the use of this technology. IoT can be
used to improve the operational efficiency with remote monitoring
and management of equipment.

Telecom Industry Trends

 

Internet of Things

Advent of 5G

With the advent of 5G technology, companies in the telecom
industry are partnering with other network service providers to
capitalize on new market opportunities. This technology has made
predictive maintenance, data collection, and application of
blockchain much easier in the telecom industry. With the expanded
capabilities of 5G, companies in the telecom sector need to make
major investments in creating go-to-market models that can
capture the complete potential of 5G technology.
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Companies in the telecom industry are facing cut-throat competition
due to the technological innovations that are disrupting their
customer base rapidly. Therefore, for telecom companies, it has
become highly essential to partner with other media and network
operators. Also, mergers and acquisitions in the telecom industry
are helping companies to cut down on their expenses, achieve
greater market share, and accomplish market control.

Telecom Industry Trends

 

Mergers and acquisitions

Adoption of blockchain technology

Blockchain technology can offer opportunities for efficiency gains
and growth of the revenue through new value propositions. It can
help telecom companies to improve core management systems and
services. So, telecom operators should adopt blockchain technology
to reduce cases of fraud and unleash new revenue-generating
services.  Blockchain technology can improve service efficiencies
and can help in offering superior customer experiences. Also, it can
gain interoperability between internal and external systems, while
improving transparency and effectiveness of business operations.
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By leveraging data analytics solutions, companies in the telecom
sector can make smart, data-driven decisions. Companies can
gain a comprehensive and unified view of their data across
different levels of the organization. Customized data analytics
dashboards can help companies to visualize all the data in real-
time through graphs and charts and devise the best solution for
every challenge in the telecom sector. Data analytics solutions
can help companies in the telecom sector to create a centralized
data management platform and improve business operations
with the help of data collected from multiple sources. With a
centralized data analytics platform, all the departments of the
organization can contribute to better decision making.
Consequently, this can help in improving the efficiency and
overall productivity of the organization.

How can data analytics solutions
help the telecom sector?
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 At Quantzig, we help our clients

to gain comprehensive insights

and achieve long-term benefits

through our customized analytics

programs.

Get in touch!

Get in touch with us here:
https://www.quantzig.com/contact-us
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